LINK Mobility signs Term Sheet regarding acquisition of SeeMe in
Hungary
LINK Mobility Group ASA ("LINK"), Europe's leading and one of the fastest growing providers of cloud based mobile messaging
and mobile solutions services, has entered into a term sheet regarding the acquisition of the Hungarian mobile messaging
company Dream Interactive Ltd. (operating under the name SeeMe " SeeMe”)
SeeMe (a service of Dream Interactive Kft.) was established in 2004 and is located in Budapest, Hungary. SeeMe has a strong
position in the Hungarian market with direct connetions to all mobile operators and is recognized as the market leader within the
SMB market with its web and API based messaging services.
"I am glad to announce that we have taken our first step into the Hungarian market through the acquisition of SeeMe. Hungary is
an exciting market for LINK going forward and represents great opportunity for LINK to continue its growth in the Central
European Markets. LINK will expand its offering to the Hungarian market with a broad range of state of the art mobile messaging
and solutions services” says Arild E. Hustad, CEO of LINK.
"We are happy to join forces with Link Mobility as the messaging market is maturing and consolidating, but on the other side has a
great potential for further growth. As technologies advance, B2C messaging will see a lot of new solutions for better user
experience in the coming years for which Link’s consolidated approach makes great sense.” says Andras Pfaff, CEO of Dream
Interactive Ltd.
The agreed enterprise value of the transaction is EUR 2 million, on a cash-free and debt-free basis and assuming a normalized
level of working capital. The enterprise value is based on an adjusted EBITDA of EUR 0,327 multiplied by a factor of 6.
The purchase price under the transaction will, subject to customary adjustments, expected to be settled as follows:
- 1/3 of the purchase price in cash upon closing,
- 1/3 of the purchase price as sellers' credit to be paid no later than 24 months from closing. Interest of 4.75% per annum is to be
paid in quarterly arrears, and
- 1/3 of the purchase price of shares in LINK valued at the share price at the Oslo Stock Exchange today.
LINK intends to acquire all shares in Dream Interactive Ltd from the sellers Andras Pfaff and Pal Simon and the acquisition is
conditional upon a satisfactory result of a due diligence process to be performed by LINK, and upon LINK and the seller agreeing
on the terms and conditions of a final share purchase agreement for the consummation of the transaction, containing, inter alia,
customary closing conditions. The acquisition is furthermore subject to approval of the Board of Directors of LINK.
The transaction is expected to close on or about 30 of May 2018.
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About LINK Mobility Group ASA
LINK Mobility Group ASA is Europe's leading provider within mobile communications, specialized on mobile messaging
services, mobile solutions and mobile data intelligence. The Group offers a wide range of scalable services and solutions across
industries and sectors due to the growing demand of digital convergence between businesses and customers, platforms and
users. The Group is headquartered in Oslo/Norway and is listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange (ISIN: NO0010219702). LINK
Mobility continues to experience strong organic growth with a high degree of recurring revenue as customers tend to move more
business activities onto the mobile platforms. In 2017, LINK Mobility had a total turnover of 1,294 billion NOK with offices in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Bulgaria, Germany, Spain, Poland, France, Switzerland, Austria and Italy.
This information is subject of the disclosure requirements pursuant to section 5-12 of the Norwegian Securities Trading Act.

